Information on deformation is critical for bridge condition evaluation but accurate characterisation, 11 usually via discrete displacement measurements, remains a challenging task. Vision-based systems are 12 promising tools, possessing advantages of easy installation, low cost and adequate resolution in time 13 and frequency domains. However, vision-based monitoring faces several field challenges and might fail 14 to achieve the required level of working performance in some real-world test conditions e.g. involving 15
Introduction 26
Information on deformation is critical for bridge condition and performance assessment. It could reflect 27 structural integrity, while extreme values in service might indicate the occurrence of abnormal loading 28 or bridge deficiency. Pointwise deformation is deflection, and is measured as displacement of a point 29 on a structure. When such measurements are made continuously and automatically over a period of time 30 they are termed 'monitoring'. 31
Measurements of deflection on aging bridges under prescribed loads help to estimate their load carrying 32 capacities (Wang et al. 2011 ) and could assist the owner decision-making process, for example 33 regarding the need for expensive retrofitting. Knowledge of bridge deformation is also important for 34 evaluating serviceability and for comparison of full-scale performance with predictions during the 35 design process. Hence there are many motivations for accurate sensing approaches for bridge 36 displacement monitoring. 37
Review of displacement sensing techniques 38
Traditional contacting sensors such as linear variable differential transformers are usually impractical 39 for full-scale monitoring due to the absence of a fixed reference point for relative displacement 40 measurement. They are feasible only when the open space under a bridge deck is accessible, but they 41 require a high installation effort (Moreu et al. 2015) . Indirect measurement schemes using double 42 integration of accelerometer data can work well for signals showing displacement patterns having 43 periods up to ten seconds . However this approach may sometimes fail to recover 44 displacement amplitude accurately due to low-frequency drift caused by the accumulation of 45 measurement noise which is particularly noticeable for small displacements (e.g. lower than 1 mm). 46
Instrumentation using the Global Positioning System (GPS) is commonly implemented for monitoring 47 flexible bridges (e.g. long-span) since the range of their deformation in operation is compatible with the 48 achievable GPS accuracy which is around the centimetre level (Casciati and Fuggini 2009 ; 49 Nickitopoulou et al. 2006 ). Apart from accuracy (which differs from resolution), GPS performance is 50 degraded during train passages (Moschas et al. 2013 ) and in cable-stayed or suspension bridges 51 (Nickitopoulou et al. 2006 ) due to multi-path noise.
the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (Guizar-Sicairos et al. 2008). 136
A detailed flowchart of the video processing procedure is provided in Fig. 1 including three main steps: 137 camera calibration, target tracking and displacement calculation. In the camera calibration step, lens 138 distortion parameters are calibrated in the laboratory ahead of field testing using a chessboard pattern 139 with known dimensions. Projection distortion is often observed on site due to the optical line of sight 140 not being perpendicular to the plane of motion of structural components. To consider the projection 141 distortion, a transformation matrix (i.e. planar homography) is determined, assisted by some control 142 points with known geometric information. Based on the point correspondences between structural 143 coordinates of these control points and image coordinates of their projections, the projection transform 144 is estimated using least-squares optimisation to the total re-projection error. The control points used for 145 calibration could be edge points of pre-installed artificial targets or points from bridge components with 146 known dimensions. 147
In the second step, correlation-based template matching is used to localise the ROIs in video frame 148 sequences. To consider lens distortion influence, one feasible way is to correct video frames before the 149 tracking step, but this is computationally very expensive. In the method used here, the correction occurs 150 not to the full frame but only to the image coordinates estimated from raw frames, saving computational 151
efforts. 152
When apparent frame shake is observed, a reference ROI around adjacent stationary objects visible in 153 the frame e.g. foundation walls or bridge towers is also tracked. The camera motion is then compensated 154 by subtracting the nominal motion of this reference target. This method has been implemented in several 155 existing studies (Feng and Feng 2017; Murray et al. 2015 ; Yoneyama and Ueda 2012) and the difference 156 in this study is that an automatic evaluation process for camera mounting condition is added to 157 determine the necessity of camera motion correction. Two parameters are used to evaluate camera 158 motion occurrence, i.e. the root means square (RMS) and the maximal value of the tracked motions for 159 the stationary target as shown in Fig. 2 . Tracking accuracy using correlation-based template matching 160 method varies from 0.01 pixel to 0.08 pixel depending on target patterns through an evaluation study in 161 laboratory conditions ) and might become poorer in field testing. Anafter low-pass filtering to avoid the influence of abnormal events (e.g. sudden partial obstruction on 165 targets), and the threshold is set as 0.08 pixel. 166
Finally, the two-dimensional structural displacement is derived based on image coordinates of the ROIs 167 and the projection transform matrix. 168
Data fusion of displacement and acceleration measurement 169
Displacement and acceleration measurements have complementarity in sensing accurately low-170 frequency and high-frequency ranges respectively, and their integration leads to a better displacement 171 estimation than from each measurement alone. Previous efforts of integrating displacement and 172 acceleration data could be summarised into two categories: (i) by superimposition of two displacement 173 data series (i.e. displacement measurement and integrated displacement from acceleration measurement) 174 In the superimposition method, complementary filter pairs are designed to take the desired displacement 178 components from two displacement data series. This is actually the superimposition of 'reliable' 179 components separately from two data series instead of creating a more reliable estimate from data 180 redundancy. The working performance is dependent on certain parameters like the target frequency (the 181 lowest frequency of dynamic displacement) for signal filtering (Hong et al. 2013) . noted that, however, the goal of the proposed mixed system is not to achieve similar performance as 240 this commercial product (Imetrum DMS), but to overcome some general limitations faced by any 241 vision-based system. Stable working performance of the Imetrum DMS was ensured in this study via a 242 high quality tripod and the camera auto-exposure function for brightness consistency in selected target 243 regions. Thus, the Imetrum measurements in this study fortunately avoided the undesired test conditions 244 mixed sensing system is also applicable to improve accuracy of the Imetrum measurements with less 246 than perfect test conditions. 247
The QA-750 accelerometers are DC-response devices with a resolution better than 1 μg and sensor 248 noise floor of 7 / Hz g  in 0-10 Hz band. The two uniaxial accelerometers located vertically were 249 attached to the bridge's top flange using magnets at approximately mid-span and one-quarter span 250 points, and the sample rate for data acquisition was set to 512 Hz. 251
The daytime records (lasting seven hours) include the passages of nine trains in total. Considering one 252 train passing the bridge in less than 40 seconds approximately every 50 minutes, monitoring systems 253 took records only around train passages based on the train timetable. The Imetrum system has a remote 254
controller to start/stop video acquisition, thus the camera was not touched during whole recording 255 periods except when adding a waterproof covering to protect against light rain. The GoPro camera was 256 switched on/off by manually pressing one control button thus the camera position could possibly change 257 slightly between different runs. Three runs of measurement data involving passing trains are presented 258 in this study and the information is summarised in Table 1 . Trains passing in Run 1 and 2 are of similar 259 type consisting of one steam locomotive and eight carriages. The difference between the two runs is 260 that the GoPro mounting arrangement was stable in Run 1 while apparent camera shake is observed in 261 Run 2. Run 3 corresponds to the records during the passage of a diesel multiple unit train comprising 262 three carriages but no locomotive. The maximum bridge deflection at the mid-span was approximately 263 3 mm, less than half the maximum deflection in Run 1 and 2, thus requiring higher measurement 264 resolution. GoPro records in Run 3 also include the influence of considerable camera motion. 265
The measurement data in Run 1 are presented first to demonstrate the working performance of a sole 266 camera system in a desired test condition (i.e. stable camera mounting and no observable change of 267 target patterns). The data in Run 2 and 3 are used to validate the effectiveness of improving poor data 268 due to camera motion and low-contrast target patterns through fusion with acceleration data.
consumer-grade GoPro camera. The measurement accuracy of a sole camera system through tracking 272 both the artificial and natural targets in Run 1 is evaluated by comparison with the Imetrum DMS 273 reference data. 274
Video processing process for GoPro records 275
One sample frame in a GoPro video is indicated in Fig. 5(a) that includes apparent image distortion e.g. 276 the parapet railings appear slightly bent. The lens distortion parameters were pre-determined in the 277 laboratory and were used to remove lens distortion influence with the corrected frame in Fig. 5(b) . 278
The step of camera calibration also involves estimating projection transformation (i.e. planar 279 homography) through existing dimensions projected in the corrected frame. The geometric information 280 used for calibration is from the width and height of artificial targets (T10 and T20 in Fig. 5(a) ) attached 281 to the bridge girder, both 200 mm. The planar homography matrices were estimated separately for the 282 mid-span and one-quarter span targets using least-squares optimisation according to point 283 correspondences. 284
In the second step of target tracking, a few regions of interest (ROIs) indicated in Fig. 5(a) were selected 285 for analysis. The ROIs T10 and T20 are artificial targets with diffuse concentric ring patterns at the 286 mid-span and one-quarter span of the bridge that were tracked by both the GoPro system and the 287 Imetrum DMS. The measurement outputs by the two vision-based systems are compared to evaluate 288 the GoPro system measurement. The ROIs T11 and T21 are natural feature targets including rivet 289 patterns adjacent to the artificial targets. They were analysed in GoPro system to evaluate the feasibility 290 and accuracy level for measuring structural features when direct access to the bridge is not available. 291
The ROI T00 is one natural feature target located at the surface of the stationary masonry wall 292 foundation and was tracked for correcting undesired camera shake when necessary. The ROI locations 293 in the raw frame were estimated using a correlation-based template matching algorithm and then 294 transformed to image coordinates in the corrected frame to consider lens distortion influence.
are shown in Fig. 6 : the left and right axes correspond to the derived locations in the image plane before 297 and after lens distortion correction, respectively. The main difference between two time-history signals 298 is the relative location in the image plane instead of motion amplitudes. This indicates that lens 299 distortion correction step is not essential when using a scaling factor to convert the target motion in the 300 image plane to structural displacement. However, this step is necessary when other types of projection 301 transformation (e.g. planar homography or full projection matrix) are implemented, since the target 302 location sequences in the image plane are taken for structural displacement calculation. 303
To evaluate the camera mounting stability condition, the stationary region T00 was tracked, with the 304 results indicated in Fig. 7 . The RMS of the image motion (raw) along the image height direction is 305 0.035 pixel while the maximum deviation after the low-pass filter (with the cut-off frequency of 1 Hz) 306 is 0.056 pixel. Since they are both within the threshold range, the step of camera motion correction is 307 skipped. 308
Finally, the two-dimensional bridge displacement along the vertical and longitudinal directions were 309 calculated based on the output of the camera calibration and target tracking steps. 310
Displacement measurement in Run 1 311
The train that passed the bridge in Run 1 consisted of a locomotive and a tender followed by eight 312 carriages. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 indicate the measured displacement in the vertical direction at mid-span and 313 one-quarter span during the train passage. 314
At the mid-span of the bridge (Fig. 8) , the maximum displacement induced by the locomotive at 315 approximately 6.8 s is measured as 6.87 mm by the Imetrum DMS, 6.77 mm and 6.84 mm by the GoPro 316 system tracking artificial (T10) and natural (T11) targets, respectively. Taking the measurement by the 317 Imetrum DMS as the reference, the cross-correlation coefficients for the GoPro measurement reach 318 99.8% and 99.4% for tracking the artificial and natural feature targets, respectively. The measurement 319 error for the GoPro is presented in Fig. 8 (b) through subtracting the reference (after interpolation to the 320 same sample rate) with the root mean squares (RMS) of 0.11 mm and 0.22 mm. 321
At one-quarter span (Fig. 9) , the maximum displacement measurement during the locomotive passage 322 is 4.83 mm by the Imetrum DMS, 4.90 mm and 4.77 mm by the GoPro system for artificial (T20) andand natural feature patterns. Evaluated against the reference, the RMS of measurement difference using 326 the GoPro system is quantified as 0.09 mm and 0.11 mm. This is slightly reduced compared with that 327 at mid-span, probably due to the decreased distance to the camera. 328
Measurement noise during the stationary periods (including the first four seconds and the last five 329 seconds) is evaluated using the root mean square (RMS) of measured data and the results are indicated 330 in Table 2 . Compared with the Imetrum DMS, the measurement results using the GoPro camera system 331 include a larger noise level when tracking the same artificial targets (T10 and T20). The noise range 332 could be more than doubled (with the RMS reaching 0.16 mm) when the tracked targets are less 333 distinctive e.g. using the natural features (T11 and T21). This phenomenon is accordant with the 334 application preference of high-contrast patterns in digital image correlation field (Schreier et al. 2009 ). 335
The measurement noise at mid-span is slightly larger than that at one-quarter span possibly due to the 336 increased camera-to-target distance. 337
Results indicate that the GoPro system alone could provide accurate measurement of train-induced 338 bridge displacement. If direct access to the bridge is not allowed, the system is capable of performing 339 non-contact displacement monitoring through tracking existing natural patterns with the noise RMS at 340 approximately 0.2 mm, 2.9% of the displacement amplitude (6.8 mm). 341
Although the effectiveness of the GoPro system for accurate displacement measurement has been 342 demonstrated in this section, the undesired circumstances for vision-based systems, like camera shake 343 and very low-contrast patterns, were fortunately avoided during the monitoring period. It is hard to 344 ensure this satisfactory working performance for every similar monitoring exercise since the 345 uncontrolled circumstances mentioned above often affect measurement accuracy, leading to a much 346 higher noise level. 347
Displacement monitoring using a mixed system 348
The purpose of this section is to examine the performance of a mixed monitoring system comprising a 349
GoPro camera and accelerometers for accurate displacement sensing under unsatisfactory conditions 350 section implements the data fusion method on test data from Run 2 and 3 to evaluate the effectiveness 352 of accuracy improvement compared to direct measurement using (only) a single camera with and 353 without correction for camera shake. 354
Data fusion process 355
The GoPro measurement runs selected for data fusion involve considerable camera motion (concluded 356 through evaluating 'nominal' image motions of the stationary target T00 following the procedure 357 detailed in Fig. 2 ) that should be compensated in these two runs. The estimation process for extracting 358 the mid-span displacement in Run 2 is demonstrated here. The image motions of the mid-span target 359 T10 along the image height direction are presented in Fig. 10 . The time history curve labelled 'T00' 360 corresponds to the nominal motions of a stationary target (shifted by 0.5 pixel for clarification in the 361 figure) located at the bridge foundation wall. The ROI T00 is expected to stay fixed during the whole 362 recording period but actually experiences some high-frequency oscillations in both the first and last ten 363 seconds as well as a considerable shift at 26 seconds. These effects could be attributed to the influence 364 of camera shake and are used to correct the measurement at the ROI T10. The curve with the legend 365 'T10 (corrected)' represents the image motions of the target T10 after compensating the camera motion 366 influence through subtracting the nominal motion of the stationary ROI T00. 367
Before the data fusion, the time shift between the QA accelerometer and the GoPro system is corrected 368 by maximising the cross-correlation coefficients of the two time-history signals i.e. double-integrated 369 displacement from the accelerometer data and the GoPro measurement after interpolation to the sample 370 rate of accelerometer data (512 Hz). The two signals after the time synchronisation are indicated in Fig.  371 
372
The data fusion of acceleration and displacement measurement in this study includes two main steps, 373 the MLE for parameter tuning and Kalman filter for displacement estimation. In the MLE step, the noise 374 variances of acceleration and displacement data are deduced through an optimisation process. For the 375 measured data at mid-span shown in Fig. 11 , the standard deviation of measurement noise for the 376 accelerometer is estimated to be 0.002 Fig. 12 (a) ('Raw'), 6.50 mm ('Corrected') and 6.32 mm ('Corrected + Fusion'). The cross-correlation coefficients 387 of these three signals compared with the reference are 97.0% ('Raw'), 98.6% ('Corrected') and 99.8% 388 ('Corrected + Fusion'). The measurement differences evaluated through subtracting the reference data 389 (interpolated to the same sample rate) are illustrated in Fig. 12 (b) with the RMSs at 0.53 mm ('Raw'), 390 0.30 mm ('Corrected') and 0.21 mm ('Corrected + Fusion'), respectively. Although the displacement 391 data after correction ('Corrected') achieves a similar value of the maximum displacement as the 392 reference, the fusion process could effectively reduce the high-frequency noise, providing displacement 393 data ('Corrected + Fusion') with a higher cross-correlation coefficient evaluated against the reference. 394
The captured maximum displacement after data fusion has larger deviation (0.19 mm or 2.9%) 395 compared with the reference but is still acceptable for the purpose of normal bridge monitoring. 396
Comparison results for the displacement data at T11 (the natural target at bridge mid-span) and at T20 397 (the artificial target at bridge one-quarter span) are presented in Table 3 frequency bandwidth, which is demonstrated through Fig. 13 . Bridge vibration signals at one-quarter 417 span measured using the QA accelerometer in the ambient condition and in Run 2 were analysed using 418 Welch's method to identify modal frequency information. The corresponding auto-spectral densities 419 (ASDs) are indicated in Fig. 13 (b) and (d) . According to ambient data in Fig. 13 (b) , the first two bridge 420 vibration modes are at 9.56 Hz and 12.50 Hz. Instead of presenting two sharp peaks as in (b), the ASD 421 of the acceleration signal in Run 2 carries high energy in the frequency range between 8.3 Hz and 12.6 422 Hz and captures a sharp peak at 15.31 Hz that is not observed from the ambient result in (b). This 423 variation is due to the varying dynamic characteristics of the coupled system of train and bridge, since 424 the total mass of the locomotive and tender exceeds 100 t. Fig. 13 (e) and (f) are the GoPro displacement 425 measurement ('Corrected') and estimates ('Corrected + Fusion') in Run 2 as well as the corresponding 426
ASDs. The GoPro displacement data with the sample rates of 24 Hz only carry an artificial mode at 427
However, displacement data after data fusion also carry very high energy in the lower-frequency parts 431 (e.g.  5 Hz) that could be misunderstood. Thus, the dynamic information of this bridge is better suited 432 to measure using accelerometers. 433
Displacement estimates in Run 3 434
The data in Run 2 validate the accuracy improvement for vision-based monitoring through integration 435 with acceleration data. In fact, the direct measurement by a single GoPro system in Run 2 represents a 436 satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio and could still capture the displacement amplitude with acceptable 437
accuracy. 438
Data recorded in a more challenging test condition was chosen for further study of the working 439 performance of the mixed system. In Run 3, apparent camera shake is observed in the recorded GoPro 440 video and the lighting condition was poor compared with that in Run 2. Sample frames in Run 2 and 3 441 are indicated in Fig. 14(a) and (b) . The ROI T00 tracked for camera motion correction has very low 442 contrast in Run 3, which indicates a poor measurement resolution. Also, the maximum deflection at 443 bridge mid-span is lower than half of that in Run 2, hence requiring a better accuracy for satisfactory 444 measurement data. 445
The displacement measurement and estimates at mid-span in Run 3 are indicated in Fig. 15 . The 446 measurement noise is acquired by subtracting the Imetrum DMS reference data (interpolated to the 447 same sample rate) in Fig. 15(b) . In the raw measurement, some low-frequency drift and shaking are 448 observed from 2 s to 5 s with the maximum deviation reaching 1 mm. Considering camera motion 449 correction provides no improvement due to poor tracking resolution for the target T00, but instead, the 450 RMS of the measurement difference increases from 0.34 mm ('Raw') to 0.42 mm ('Corrected'). For 451 the 'Corrected' signal, the maximum displacement is measured as 3.93 mm, 35% higher than the 452 reference and the cross-correlation coefficient evaluated by the reference data is 92.1%. Thus, both the 453 displacement amplitude and the time histories measured directly by the GoPro system have poor 454 accuracy level and are improper for bridge condition evaluation.the train passage is estimated as 2.95 mm while the reference measurement is 2.92 mm. The cross-457 correlation coefficient between the displacement estimate and the reference reaches 99.4% and the RMS 458 of measured difference decreases from 0.42 mm ('Corrected') to 0.12 mm ('Corrected + Fusion'). 459
A detailed comparison of displacement data is summarised in Table 4 . Results indicate that the data 460 fusion method is effective to provide accurate estimates of bridge deformation even when the direct 461 measurement from the sole camera system is unsatisfactory. Bridge girders on two sides are of the same length (L=14.7 m) but as shown in Fig. 4(a) , the north girder 477 on the monitoring side is shifted back by 7.15 m along the longitudinal direction due to the bridge skew. This section demonstrates the viability of the proposed mixed system for bridge IL estimation. One 498 advantage of this system compared with other alternatives is that bridge responses and axle locations 499 are derived from the same video records with no need for the time synchronisation. 500
Conclusion 501
A vision-based monitoring system based on using a single consumer-grade camera could provide 502 accurate characterisation of bridge deformation via displacement measurement in favourable test 503 conditions. These would include choosing salient target patterns for tracking and avoiding any camera 504 shake. The RMS of measurement noise at the camera-to-target distance of 6.9 m is less than 0.2 mm in 505 this example. 506
An effective way to correct the influence of camera shake is by tracking the nominal motion of an 507 adjacent stationary object. This method is very effective to remove the low-frequency drift error, butcamera stability evaluation is proposed in this study based on the tracked motions of a stationary target 511 and the correction is performed only when necessary. 512
To overcome the limitation of a sole camera system, a feasible method is to fuse the vision-based 513 displacement measurement with acceleration data for noise reduction. The data fusion method is 514 capable of de-noising the measurement and providing better estimates of displacement. It works well 515 even when the camera records involve apparent camera shake and low-contrast target patterns. Thus, a 516 mixed system consisting of a camera and an accelerometer overcomes some field testing limitations of 517 vision-based monitoring and has potential for accurate and robust displacement sensing on bridge 518
structures. 519
The mixed system is demonstrated to be effective for estimating bridge influence line, indicating the 520 application potential for bridge condition assessment. 521 
